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Power Systems UI Application Developer 
 

Job Title: Power Systems UI Application Developer 

Location: Woburn, MA 

Issue Date: 5/11/2015 

Full-time or Part-Time 
Permanent or Temporary: 

Full-time, Permanent 

Experience Level: >10 years 

Travel Required: 5% 

To Apply: 
Send cover letter and résumé to Eric Peterson, VP Engineering 
Email: epeterson@gridcosystems.com 
Phone: (339) 298-3013 

   
Job Description 
Gridco Systems, the leading provider of advanced power electronics products for power distribution, is 
seeking an experienced developer or power management applications to develop and extend the 
capabilities of our Gridco Management System.   The UI Application Developer will work with the 
Product Management, Sales, Engineering, and Test teams to design, implement, and test new 
applications and extensions to the Gridco Management System to enable our customers to gain more 
insight and better control over the devices under their control in the power grid. 
 
 
Responsibilities 

 Work with project managers and customers to identify key functional needs in modern electrical 
grids and propose possible solutions 

 Design and implement applications to analyze data gathered from grid-attached sensing 
elements and provide real-time suggestions for grid optimization 

 Model the effects of proposed optimizations on simulated grid models to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the proposed applications 

 Help develop and follow test procedures to verify application behavior 
 
Skills and Competencies 

 Experience building highly scalable and maintainable cloud-based web-service infrastructure 

 Experience developing application for collecting, organizing, and analyzing large volumes of data 

 Significant experience building Java based enterprise class applications using best of breed 
technologies including Spring Frameworks, Spring Security, Hibernate, Relation Database, 
Apache CXF,  GWT/Web GUI, TestNG and Web Services (REST and/or SOAP). 

 Experience with SQL, SSL, LDAP, HTML/Javascript/CSS/Bootstrap, OSGi, Jetty, Maven, Java 
performance monitoring tools, ActiveMQ/Web Sockets and Eclipse preferred 

 Experience developing management application software to control equipment in the utility grid 
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 Strong understanding of the principles of operation for utility-scale electrical equipment and the 
effects of altering power characteristics preferred 

 Ability to quickly organize information, learn complex concepts, and explain concepts and 
instructions clearly and concisely. 

 Object-oriented design and development skills 

 Strong written and oral communication skills.  

 Strong documentation skills with great attention to detail. 

 Must be willing to travel to CM & customer sites and participate in real-time issue investigation 
and resolution 

 Must be flexible, proactive and innovative. 

 Must enjoy working with new technology in a fast-paced and dynamic environment. 
 
Education and Experience 

 Bachelor’s degree, Computer Science required 

 10+ years of experience developing scalable web server architectures and/or power 
management software systems strongly preferred 
 

About the Company 
Gridco Systems (www.gridcosystems.com) was founded in 2010 to capitalize on the opportunity created 
by two long-term trends: 

 Transformation of power distribution: power distribution has historically been characterized by 
stable, unidirectional power flows from generating plant to loads. This is changing. Advanced 
metering, reliable field communications and intelligent devices are revealing service gaps and 
efficiency opportunities. Distributed generation is creating dynamic, multidirectional power 
flows. Electric vehicles are causing challenging new power consumption patterns and electric 
storage, only emerging today, will decouple supply from demand. 

 Advances in Power Electronics: In 2010, 75 GW of power electronics were deployed for PV, 
HVDC and wind. This increased scale has brought order of magnitude cost reductions and 
commensurate increases in reliability. Furthermore, advanced materials now enable the use of 
power electronics for medium voltage applications. 

The Gridco Systems team has deep expertise in power electronics, power systems, systems integration, 
control theory and distributed computing. Based in Boston, Gridco Systems is backed by clean tech 
investors General Catalyst Partners, North Bridge Venture Partners, Lux Partners, and RockPort Capital. 
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